Category 6
Approach to Harvest and Prioritize Ideas

1. **Listen & Harvest Ideas**
   - Multiple Approaches to Listen and Harvest Ideas for Innovation and Improvement including:
     - Rounding on Associates, Physicians, Patients, Families, Departments
     - Quality meetings, patient safety meetings, CLI, councils and committees, unit based councils
     - Harvesting of Innovation through leadership and staff meetings and individual ideas

2. **Develop Ideas**
   - Leverage Empower (M-Power) Toolbox to develop ideas to determine if it makes sense and is a priority:
     - Shared Governance Unit Based Councils
     - Staff Meetings
     - M-Power Tool Box
       - Lean Waste Walk
       - GE CAP
     - Evidence Based Practice Iowa Model (Nursing only)

3. **Idea Follow-up (Stop Light Report)**
   - Access Easy or Harder:
     - **Easy** with criteria to pursue immediately
     - **Harder**: Significant resources required or significant workflow change
       - VP review & sponsorship & Innovations Request form
       - Operations Committee & Innovation monthly agenda item
       - Final approval is requested from PC & Resourced
       - Or: Innovations Grant application is submitted to the Adventist Health system for funding

4. **PDCA for selected ideas**